Jerôme Arnaud joins Intersec as CFO

Press release ‐ September 19th 2016 ‐ Paris, Intersec (https://www.intersec.com/en/), the
leading vendor of real‐time streaming analytics software is pleased to announce the
appointment of Jérôme Arnaud as its new CFO.
Jérôme will serve as CFO for Intersec to supervise all its financial operations and
strengthen the Group’s international structure. This nomination matches Intersec’s
ambitions. The company’s sustained commercial development, with customers across
every continent and multi‐million euro deals, requires strong financial and legal
international expertise to strengthen its growth. Jérôme’s extensive international
experience in software businesses and large companies makes him a perfect fit for
Intersec.
Jérôme Arnaud began his career as auditor at PricewaterhouseCoopers in France and in the
USA from 1990 to 1999. At Ilog, a NASDAQ and EURONEXT‐listed software vendor, he
served as group CFO, based in California from 2000, until the sale of the company to IBM in
2009. He then joined Generix Group, a EURONEXT‐listed software vendor of collaborative
applications for 3 years, before joining Dassault Systèmes from 2012 to 2016 as CFO APAC,
based in Tokyo and Shanghai.
About this appointment, Yann Chevalier, CEO declares: « We’re delighted to welcome
Jérôme Arnaud. Jérôme’s appointment occurs at the right moment in the company’s life.
Intersec’s strong international development, its recent deals and its willingness to enter
new verticals lead us to reinforce our organization. Jérôme’s extensive international
experience will significantly contribute to improve our operational efficiency. ».

About Intersec
Intersec designs innovative software enabling operators to leverage their network Big Data. Our disruptive
technology crunches and consolidates huge amounts of data coming from heterogeneous network
equipment and IT, and turns them into actionable insights in real‐time.
Applications range from Customer Base Management, mass‐scale Location‐Based Services, Fraud
Management and Business Analytics.
Discover our solutions on www.intersec.com.
Follow us on our social media platforms @IntersecGroup, LinkedIn.
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